Horn not working 2012 ford focus

Note the diagram for horn. Check the fuse, also, use a test light on fuse, should be hot all the
time. See the horn relay, unplug it, use proper jumper wire between those two terminals on
switch side of relay, right side in the diagram, the horn should sound, does it? If so problem
should be on control side of relay, left side in the diagram. The control needs voltage and
ground. The bottom wire is ground, on left side, the horn clockspring--horn switch--wiring in
steering column, is all part of ground circuit for control side of relay. Check voltage and ground.
Brian answered 2 years ago. Have a look at the accessory fuse for the horn. If that is not
needing replacement you could run a jumper wire to the horn to test. If that does not work your
clock spring in the steering wheel may have an issue. Good Luck! I have a ford focus wagon SE
I replaced the horn fuse but it is still not working. Any suggestions? When I press the horn it
makes a clicking sound, but nothing as far as what a horn should sound like, the fuse isn't bad,
where is the horn located? My Ford Focus radio will not play. The clock always displays except
when the car is turned off. The cloc I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Focus question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Ford Focus Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. NJCougar answered 9 years ago. Sounds like its time for a
new one but before you buy one check the connection, it maybe loose or may have some
corrision. Check under hood in front of radiator or under car by headlights. Good luck. Dean
answered 3 years ago. Had this issue on a focus. Called the dealership and they said Ford
issued a replacement part for the horn assembly. That took care of the issue. Laura answered 3
years ago. I am having the same problem with my Ford Focus That is bullshit. Earl answered 3
years ago. My son has a and has the same horn issue. Interested on Fords response on your
problem. Total BS to say you have pay. It is a defective product. Cliff answered 3 years ago. The
horn is located between the front passenger tire and the front bumper cover and requires the
removal of the splash shields below the engine compartment for access. I disconnected the
horn 1 and horn 2 electrical power connections. I used brass brushes, emery cloth and
electrical contact cleaner to clean all the electrical contacts. I also went underneath the car
again and cleaned the female connector on the power supply cable. I reconnected the horn 1
and horn 2 electrical power connections. I then tested both horns using a jumper cable connect
to the battery and ground cable and both horns worked. I tested the horn by pressing on the
horn switches located on the steering wheel. Other helpful links below. GuruVX answered 2
years ago. When the car was inspected for a Virginia approval sticker I was told that there are
two horns high and low and I need to replace one of them. I have had cars for over 50 years and
never an issue with a horn!! What is going on?? This is why it is important for you to have a
functioning horn. Sometimes though your horn may stop working. Normally there are a few
possible problems if this happens. RobertLS answered 2 years ago. Ford made the wires out of
a soy product. The dealer told me not to park the car outside. Ford Focus is a lemon I have a
ford focus wagon SE I replaced the horn fuse but it is still not working. Any suggestions? When
I press the horn it makes a clicking sound, but nothing as far as what a horn should sound like,
the fuse isn't bad, where is the horn located? My Ford Focus radio will not play. The clock
always displays except when the car is turned off. The cloc Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Horn not working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Focus question. Search Ford Focus Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale.
Used Cars For Sale. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the
Focus. The horn doesn't work all the time along with the doors not always locking or unlocking.
The horn concerns me deeply. I don't have a radio haven't had one in a couple of months I filed
a complaint a couple months ago. I'm a Ford person and I really wish Ford were take care if
these issues. A horn is a pretty important safety issue with the car. Tl the contact owns a Ford
Focus. The contact stated that while driving, and turning the steering wheel in either direction,
there was a clicking sound coming from the steering. Additionally, on several occasions the
horn failed to function as designed. The vehicle was taken to auto park Ford located at
centerville rd, sturgis, mi , who indicated that the steering rack was defective and needed to be

replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
failure mileage was , The contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that the horn started to
fail periodically and then stopped working completely. The dealer was not contacted. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
approximate failure mileage was , Horn on my car and the alarm system doesn't work, this is
ongoing problem with the horn on my Focus. Ford refused to repair or acknowledge this safety
problem with my car. Reported the electrical problems to Ford in This car has multiple
problems, transmission repaired atleast 4 times. The horn stopped working before the headlight
and brake light issues started. Driving on a city street when it just would not go after a red light.
When I did get it to move off of the city street to a parking lot it was hard to steer. All the lights
started flashing. I could not lock the doors with my remote, would not start. I had to have it
towed to my house. The next morning I put my code reader on the vehicle and found about 13
fault codes which I reset since then I have had multiple instances of my vehicle shutting down,
hard steering and transmission not shifting or going into gear. Displays transmission
overheating, transmission malfunction service now. Wont,t go into gear. Horn stopped working
and withut doing anything it suddenly started working. Horn has stopped working. Radio
crackling when car on and off, in motion and when still, does not work. Started with horn and
tail light intermittently not working. Then intermittently as you are driving the car shuts off with
no warning. This is a major safety issue! All dash lights work but car won't start. Found same
complaints on internet and youtube but no recall. Took to local Ford dealer and they cannot find
the issue. The diagnostic machine did not issue a code. I explained in detail the issue and asked
for documentation of the issue. The paper they gave me said runs rough when ac is on. I said
that is not the issue. They said don't worry the ticket is still open in the system. I asked if they
could put a reader on the car while driven to catch the diagnostic code and they said no. So I
am in same situation as other owners where my safety and others are at stake each time this car
shuts off. Also dealer said they h horn with a screwdriver to make it work for now. So no horn,
tail light and car shutting off intermittently are serious safety issues. Ford needs to recall this
problem and fix it!. My first issue with the vehicle is a malfunctioning horn and front passenger
side window. Then the transmission failed on me while I was driving. I had to have the vehicle
towed to the dealership for service. Ford replaced the transmission after having the car for
about a month. The dealership said they also fixed the horn. But that is not the case. The horn is
still not working. I don't use the horn much, but I realized how dangerous not having one can be
last week. I had to signal a vehicle backing up into the main road in order to avoid a collision.
Since my horn was not working, I had to swerve. The vehicle is back at the dealership for
service. The vehicle has been there for 3 days and they still have not updated me on the status
of my vehicle. The horn has stopped working after miles, the relay and fuse have both been
checked and are still good. I noticed it when I locked my car, and then when I pressed the panic
button there was no sound as well as when I pressed the horn button. The horn should not be
out on any car after only 30k miles, these cars seem to be wired badly which is a shame. At 58,
Horn started to work intermittent, now it does not work at all. What next? Every thing seems to
be computer related. It also surges at start up at stop. I was having issues with the electrical
problem the horn went out for a period of time also the radio is not workingas well as the
airbags did not deploy when I was recently in a vehicle accident I am lucky to be alive. I was
making a left hand turn onto a road and was hit from the side the impact was enough to make
my engine dismount but my airbags did not deploy. I have had the horn fail to operate several
times, the panic mode somehow gets triggered and when I can finally stop the horn from
blowing, the horn will not function under normal conditions afterward. It presents a very
dangerous situation to deal with. My wife and child were at a red light and when the light turned
green and the gas pedal was pressed, the vehicle did not move only revved causing the man
behind her to inch very close behind due to the light then honking his horn and yelling. In
addition, after my wife and child returned home, I went to run to the store only to find that the
vehicle does not turn over, not even sound like its attempting to as there is no noise when
turning the key. I believe the vehicle does not recognize what gear it is in, thus will not start and
has always had erratic shifting and lurching tendencies. I do not know what to do now, I have a
family of five I support and no money to fix this. How am I going to get to work!!! I still have 5
years to pay on this. The vehicle has 5mph auto door locks. When you initially take off the doors
are supposed to lock when the vehicle reaches 5mph, the doors are locking at 5mph but the
horn blows twice distracting other drivers and its not supposed to do that. It started this about
July of and continues to do this intermittently. On Saturday, may 16, , I was traveling east on
interstate 40, memphis, tennessee. Suddenly the gas pedal bumped twice and my vehicle went
completely dead in the middle of this busy interstate. The electrical system just died, my
emergency flashers wouldn,t even work. Iall I could do was continue to lay on the horn and

wave my hand out the window trying to get the oncoming traffic to realize my car had stopped.
My husband told me to get out of the car. I went to the side of the road. A good samaritan,
stopped and was able to push my car across the two lanes of traffic and safely on the right
median. This happened between and in the evening. My husband arrived on scene and we
planned to return in the morning with a battery hoping that was the problem. I do not think this
was caused by the battery, I think it was a defective transmission. I purchased the vehicle in
March, as a certified pre-owned vehicle. Every problem I've had with this vehicle has been with
the transmission. There was in fact an issue with the clutch, I received a letter from Ford motor
company that the replacement part was defective and may need to be replaced again. The
warranty on the clutch was extended to , miles. I have a message screen on this car. There were
no warnings given to me. I definitely feel this is a safety issue! I have spoken to Ford and they
say that particular model does have some issues, but they said they had no idea what could
have gone wrong. I was told to just feel lucky I wasn't killed. All I want to know is why would a
car going 55mph suddenly just die, with no warning? I guess someone will have to be killed to
get any answers. Thank you. The contact stated that while driving at 40 mph, the vehicle lost
power. In addition, the accelerator pedal was depressed but the vehicle failed to accelerate as
the rpms increased. Also, the contact mentioned that the horn failed to function. The failure
recurred on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to a dealer, who diagnosed that a
module in the transmission needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The failure
mileage was 35, The horn has stopped working. It worked the first few weeks we had the car,
and it no longer works currently. Fuses and relays were checked associated with horn function
via owners manual and were not the source of the issue. Horn stopped working checked fuses
and relays which all work but after reading there are several people that complain that the
wiring in the car causes a problem with the horn becoming inoperative. This is a wider problem
and wish to have Ford issue a recall. I have had issues not being able to warn people drifting or
not paying attention with no way to warn them. This is a serious safety issue. The electrical
system has a short somewhere that causes the horn to stop working intermittently and also the
brake lights to fail intermittently. I have checked fuses and contacted Ford and there are no
recalls. A man backed into my vehicle in a parking lot with my two babies in the back seat and I
couldn't blow the horn to let him know I was behind him. I was helpless to stop it from
happening. I believe it is illegal in most or all states to not have a working horn on the vehicle.
Ford refuses to recall, diagnose, or repair this vehicle at no cost to me. I believe that this is a
very serious safety issue and I feel that nobody will take me seriously. Experienced sudden
electrical failure loss of instruments, brake lights, turn signals, horn, etc. Read more Car
Problems. Horn Assembly problem 1. Horn Assembly problem 2. Horn Assembly problem 3.
Horn Assembly problem 4. Horn Assembly problem 5. Horn Assembly problem 6. Horn
Assembly problem 7. Horn Assembly problem 8. Horn Assembly problem 9. Horn Assembly
problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Ford Focus. Electrical System
problems Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Software problems. Starter
problems. Ignition Module problems. Wiring problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems.
Battery problems. Headlights Turn Off While Driving problems. Battery Dead problems. Ford
Focus owners have reported 66 problems related to horn assembly under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Focus based on all problems reported for the Focus.
Have had this problem for at least 2 years. Apparently from a web search, this is known problem
for this model. Have tried to fix it, checking the electrical connections, spraying wd40, checking
and tightening the mounting bolts. Attempts to fix may only last a few days or hours. This is a
vital safety component to reduce risks of crash and should be subject to a recall or repair or
replacement of the horn assembly or wiring. See all problems of the Ford Focus. Horn stopped
working. Took it to the Ford dealership. Two weeks later, horn stops working again. Took it to
the Ford dealership and they stated the horn needs to be replaced. Never in my entire life had I
ever had to replace a horn. This is a safety issue that needs to be addressed by Ford. There are
many other owners of the Ford Focus who have had this same issue. Read more Horn goes in
and out, and appears to be affected by speed humps. Causing a security risk. Backup camera
fades from clear view, to no view, to an upside down view daily. Electrical system that supports
the radio. I would like to report this electrical because something leaked from the radio area,
burning the car interior near the radio. Radio started making a popping noise before the burn.
Know the radio does not work in the off position radio still pops. Scared to drive because of
safety. Date may be wrong. But on file Ford douglasville thornton road. Clutch slips in
transmission causing vehicle to stall or reach dangerous rpm's before switching into another
gear. Repair was denied by Ford stating that it wasn't related to the current recall but was the
clutches that needed to be replaced. Clutches are going out due to the tcm that was recalled on

the vehicle. Horn has decided to stop working along with controls on the steering wheel due to
a wiring issue with the vehicle. Fuses have been changed ensuring that it is a wiring issue.
Hazard lights as well as half the buttons on the dash including radio, etc. Have also decided to
stop working due to a wiring issue in the vehicle. No hazards making it a risk and unsafe to pull
vehicle off of road in case of an emergency. Ford dealership that car was taken to stated all
recalls were completed but when VIN is entered through Fords website it states that all recalls
are incomplete. There would be no problems with the clutches if there was never anything
wrong with the transmission control module to begin with. Repairing the transmission should
not be on the owner of these vehicles and Ford should be liable for the repairs to an issue that
was their responsibility to correct from the beginning and was not corrected in a timely manner.
The horn doesn't work all the time along with the doors not always locking or unlocking. The
horn concerns me deeply. I don't have a radio haven't had one in a couple of months I filed a
complaint a couple months ago. I'm a Ford person and I really wish Ford were take care if these
issues. A horn is a pretty important safety issue with the car. The horn in the car sometimes
work and sometimes doesnt, the trunk does not open unless from inside. Tl-the contact owns a
Ford Focus. Now the failure reoccurred. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for a diagnostic
this time. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 67,
Tl- the contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that the horn was inoperable. The
electrical fuse was replaced but the failure continued to occur. The cause of the failure was not
determined. The local dealer and manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was 82, Tried sounding the horn due to another vehicle running a red light in my
immediate path. Horn was inoperative. Being a skilled technician, I troubleshot the issue down
to the horn itself, as both the fuse and relay were serviceable. Horn stops working randomly
while driving or when just started. Horn sometimes won't work for days. Tl the contact owns a
Ford Focus. The contact stated that while driving, and turning the steering wheel in either
direction, there was a clicking sound coming from the steering. Additionally, on several
occasions the horn failed to function as designed. The vehicle was taken to auto park Ford
located at centerville rd, sturgis, mi , who indicated that the steering rack was defective and
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was , The contact owns a Ford Focus. The contact stated that the
horn started to fail periodically and then stopped working completely. The dealer was not
contacted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure mileage was ,
Horn on my car and the alarm system doesn't work, this is ongoing problem with the horn on
my Focus. Ford refused to repair or acknowledge this safety problem with my car. Reported the
electrical problems to Ford in This car has multiple problems, transmission repaired atleast 4
times. The horn stopped working before the headlight and brake light issues started. The horn
stopped working most of the time. It very rarely works. Given the large amount of problems this
vehicle has had, I suspect its a widespread problem. Horn - began working intermittedly, then
not at all. First noticed when locking and setting alarm, then while driving at normal speed or at
a stand still. I have a Ford Focus se the fuse is ok but the horn does not work. Is this a safety
issue. Is this covered under my warrenty?. Horn frequently goes intermittent for weeks at a
time, this occurs while driving in both city and highway conditions and when the vehicle is
parked. This has caused numerous near collisions as I am unable to make other vehicles aware
of a situation as they try to merge in my lane. Replacement of the horn assembly has not
resolved the issue, and testing by the dealer has numerous fault codes when the horn does fail
indicating a short. Tpms sensor fault has now recently come on when actuating the horn and
dealer is still trying to isolate the cause of this new issue. My Ford Focus has had a myriad of
problems from day one. First the trunk will pop open if driving more than 40 mph. My trunk
popped open and I lost a 3, saxophone. The michigan state police has proof of my claim. Now
trunk will not release. Constant transmission problems even with repairs, the car will lag,
sputter and rolls backwards. The car will roll backwards when you stop for a red light or sputter
when entering a roundabout. The gas guard will say you have 50 gallons but change to 11 after
driving 2 miles. Bluetooth and horn does not work. Design failure in engine wiring harness the
wires with in the engine wiring harness rub together with the vibration of an ignited engine. As
friction occurs between the individual encased wires, the casing wears down, the wires risk
becoming fused together within the harness. The consequences of a faulty engine wiring
harness: 1. Rpm readings do not coincide with the motor. The vehicle struggles to accelerate
from the traffic light even though the car idles at rpm. Therefore, the tachometer is unable to
read the rotation of the engine's crankshaft. As the vehicle in motion encounters an incline it
loses power and is unable to accelerate on any grade hill, causing the engine to dump fuel. In
such instance one can watch the fuel gauge recess quickly from full to empty. Whether the
engine is turned on or off, the tail light and horn will also short out, presenting faulty circuits.

The horn quit sounding upon activation by the horn relay switch on the steering wheel. It does
not sound when pressing the remote twice to confirm it's locked up. It does not sound when the
alarm is activated. The fuse is ok. The horn relay does not click when horn relay switch on
steering wheel is depressed. The wires are all intact and connected. I took it to a Ford dealer.
According to all the complaints and concerns about this issue on various websites, thousands
of owners of Ford Focus have the same issue with the same response from the dealership.
Driving on a city street when it just would not go after a red light. When I did get it to move off of
the city street to a parking lot it was hard to steer. All the lights started flashing. I could not lock
the doors with my remote, would not start. I had to have it towed to my house. The next morning
I put my code reader on the vehicle and found about 13 fault codes which I reset since then I
have had multiple instances of my vehicle shutting down, hard steering and transmission not
shifting or going into gear. Displays transmission overheating, transmission malfunction
service now. Wont,t go into gear. Horn stopped working and withut doing anything it suddenly
started working. A Focus driven by a family member has the same problem. I could not warn
another car that he was drifting into my lane and he almost hit my car. There should be a recall
and Ford should fix the defective Focus horns that a lot of people are having problems with. I
bought the car used with around 28k miles. I have had to have the transmission serviced twice
already, and it continues to act up intermittently. Symptoms include shuddering and jerking,
especially in the first two gears, unexpected acceleration in both forward and reverse throttle
input gives different results in different conditions failure to accelerate in a many
circumstances: often reverse takes a few seconds to engage, and if you need to accelerate
quickly, such as to avoid an accident or hazard, too heavy of an input causes the engine to rev
very high but the car doesn't go anywhere. The unit also has delayed or "sticky" downshifts,
especially in an emergency stopping situation. And over the first 3 years of ownership, fuel
economy seems to be decreasing. The vehicle has been exclusively serviced by Ford dealers
under my ownership. I understand what the transmission is, how it functions, and I drive
accordingly, including trying to rev match shifts. It continues to act up mildly every day, and
severely on occasion. It is both the newest and least trustworthy vehicle I've ever owned, and I
expect an expensive and catastrophic failure before I've paid it off. In addition, the horn has
failed several times and will now need to be replaced. Horn has stopped working. Radio
crackling when car on and off, in motion and when still, does not work. While the vehicle was
stationary, the horn would not sound when prompted. The contact stated that there was a defect
in the horn. The vehicle was previously repaired at classic Ford of smithville in north carolina
per NHTSA campaign number: 16v structure. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic in four oaks, north carolina, but the cause of the failure was not determined. The
failure mileage was 39, Ford Focus se - while driving in motion , driver's side door unlatched
and swung open, and would not close, horn stopped working, interior displays and lights
flickered, when pulled over, car would not start. If we were on a highway it would have been
tremendously dangerous. Later car did start, but door would not latch, radio was reset, hazards
would turn on and off at random. Door latch and horn would not work after this event. Shortly
prior to this issue, horn started working at random, wipers would not turn off. When inspected,
advised battery was bad and had corroded negative wire to battery. One week after replaced,
this event occurred. Clutch in vehicle also jitters when increasing speed from full stop, allegedly
corrected at Ford dealership after recall 2 years ago. Per research this issue is being caused by
a faulty clutch interfering with electrical system. Started with horn and tail light intermittently
not working. Then intermittently as you are driving the car shuts off with no warning. This is a
major safety issue! All dash lights work but car won't start. Found same complaints on internet
and youtube but no recall. Took to local Ford dealer and they cannot find the issue. The
diagnostic machine did not issue a code. I explained in detail the issue and asked for
documentation of the issue. The paper they gave me said runs rough when ac is on. I said that
is not the issue. They said don't worry the ticket is still open in the system. I asked if they could
put a reader on the car while driven to catch the diagnostic code and they said no. So I am in
same situation as other owners where my safety and others are at stake each time this car
shuts off. Also dealer said they h horn with a screwdriver to make it work for now. So no horn,
tail light and car shutting off intermittently are serious safety issues. Ford needs to recall this
problem and fix it!. Horn began intermittently failing, when double locking the car the horn chirp
would either not sound or would sound but quietly as if it was dying. The same thing occurred
when trying to engage the horn by depressing the center of the steering wheel. Sometimes it
worked others it didn't and sometimes it sounded faint and cut off early. After about a month the
horn stopped working entirely. When trying to engage the horn from the steering wheel I hear a
click like a micro switch engaging but no sound. My horn will not sound whether I am parked
and stationary or while driving on the freeway or city streets, all I hear it the sound of a micro

switch click. I am currently at the Ford dealership and the little metal connectors for the horn
are corroded and after cleaning them off the horn works fine again. Due to the location of the
horn I have to pay quite a bit for this and discovered it is a known and common problem. My
first issue with the vehicle is a malfunctioning horn and front passenger side window. Then the
transmission failed on me while I was driving. I had to have the vehicle towed to the dealership
for service. Ford replaced the transmission after having the car for about a month. The
dealership said they also fixed the horn. But that is not the case. The horn is still not working. I
don't use the horn much, but I realized how dangerous not having one can be last week. I had to
signal a vehicle backing up into the main road in order to avoid a collision. Since my horn was
not working, I had to swerve. The vehicle is back at the dealership for service. The vehicle has
been there for 3 days and they still have not updated me on the status of my vehicle. It will not
work where the car is parked or in drive. I bought the car less
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than a year ago. In general it has had other issues with the electronics in the car, anything
having to do with the media system auxiliary, usb, sync audio, etc have all stopped working
since I bought it in June I cannot obviously honk the horn while driving and communicate
effectively with other drivers on the road. Car Problems. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford
Focus 1. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford Focus 2. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford
Focus 3. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford Focus 4. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford
Focus 5. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford Focus 6. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford
Focus 7. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford Focus 8. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford
Focus 9. Horn Assembly problem of the Ford Focus Problem Category Number of Problems
Ignition problems Ignition problems. Electrical System problems. Ignition Switch problems. Car
Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Battery Cable problems. Ignition Module problems.
Battery problems.

